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Theneutrino massspectrumthat arisesin supersymmetrymodels with spontaneouslybroken
R-parity is studied in detail. We analysethe attainablevaluesfor rn,, rn, and rn,, once all
observationalconstraintshave been incorporated,including both thosethat arise from collider
experimentssuchas LEP, aswell as weakinteractionconstraints,suchasthe non-observationof
neutrinolessdouble-/3 decay, the limits from neutrino oscillation searches.etc. For natural
choicesof the parametersneutrino massesarise in a very striking pattern:while v~and have
masseslying in the adequaterange for the explanationof the observeddeficit in the solar
neutrino flux via the MSW effect, the v~mass is large enough to lead to novel signatures
associatedwith the r-lepton that couldbe seenboth at LEP as well as at a tau factory. These
providean additionaltool to probe theparameterscharacterizingthe solarneutrinoconversions
in conventional acceleratorexperiments.The related processesinclude the single-chargino
Z-decay branchingratio BR(Z ,~i-) as large as 6x iO—~ and single-majoron emission
r-decaybranchingratios T —~~z+J as largeas iO~correspondingto solarneutrinooscillation
parametersin the non-adiabaticbranchfavouredby presentsolar neutrinodata.The r-neutrino
is naturally much heavier than and decaysto it via majoronemission,with a lifetime short
enoughto obeycosmologicallimits.

1. Introduction

Most studiesof supersymmetricphenomenologyhaveso far assumedthe exact
conservationof a discrete symmetry called R-parity. Under this symmetry all
particlesof the standardmodel (including the Higgsscalars)are R-evenwhile their
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SUSY partnersare R-odd.Thereis no solid theoreticalbasisfor theassumptionof
R-parity conservation,and many are the motivations to study the implications of
theorieswithout this symmetry [1]. Since R-parity is related to the total lepton
number[R0 = (_ 1)3B+L±2s where S denotesspin, B and L denotebaryonand
total lepton number, respectively] its violation is bound to generateneutrino
massesaswell as lepton-numberand/or lepton-flavourviolating processes[2—41.

There are two waysto break R-parity.The first way is explicitly [2]. Indeed,the
mostgeneralsupersymmetricextensionof the standardmodel containsthefollow-
ing superpotentialterms

W= A ucudc+ A(
2)llec + A(3)Qldc, (1)

which explicitly violate R-paritybut are consistentwith bothgaugeinvarianceand
supersymmetry.These R-parity violating interactionsinvolve a large numberof
arbitraryconstants,sinceeachof the A~’~hasthreegenerationindices,which have
beenomitted.Many of thesecouplingsmustbe set to zero in order,for example,
to avoid having too fast proton decayrates.Restrictedstructuresof the generation
indicesmay, however,be phenomenologicallyacceptable.Thesemay be obtained
by imposing some global and/or discrete symmetry. There are, however, other
constraintson R-parity violating couplingsthat may restrict, in fact, all of these

couplings.Thesefollow from cosmologicalargumentsrelated to the baryonasym-
metry of the universe[5]. The point is that the interactionsin eq. (1) mediate
(B — L)-violating decaysof squarks and sleptonsof the kind ü —‘ dd, ü —*

i~r’, etc. The rate for thesedecayprocessesmaybe estimatedas

A th2
(2)

where A denotesthe appropriatecoupling constantin eq. (1) and th the corre-
spondingsupersymmetricparticlemassrelevantfor the decayprocessof interest.
Now, it hasbeenrealized[6] that at temperaturesabove ‘~ mw/aweak, transition
thatviolate B- and L-numberwill occur rapidly sincethesequantumnumbersare
not conserveddue to the electroweakanomaly.Thesetransitionsmay then erase
anyprimordial B-asymmetry,which could havebeengeneratedat somegrand-uni-

fication energyscale.
Thereis oneanomaly-freelinear combinationof B and L, namelyB — L. Thus

in order thata pre-existingB-asymmetrysurvive,a B — L excessmusthaveexisted
at very early times, andthis may be easilygeneratedin mostGUTs. However, in
this caseit is crucial that the B — L asymmetrybe not eliminated through some
other mechanism,such as the interactionspresentin eq. (1). Requiring that no
such interaction comes into equilibrium after the B — L asymmetryis produced,
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i.e. that ED is smallerthan the Hubbleconstantat any T> th, leadsto [5]

th 1/2
A<107 (3)

- TeV

In the absenceof additional symmetriesthat may restrict the flavour structureof
the R~violating couplings[81this boundholdsfor eachof the coupling constants

of the operatorsin eq. (1), andrules out the possibility of observingnew signals
associatedto explicitly R-parityviolating interactionsin collider experiments~.

The alternativepossibility that R-paritycanbe an exact(or nearlyso) symmetry
of the lagrangian,broken only spontaneously,through the Higgs mechanism,
automatically has a stable proton and survives the restrictions arising from the
baryogenesisargument, provided the characteristic R-parity violation scale is
below a few TeV. From now on we concentrateentirely on this possibility. As a
generic feature, theseSU(2) ® U(1) theories lead to the existenceof a physical
masslessNambu—Goldstoneboson— a majoron— denotedJ. The minimal way to
break R-parity spontaneouslyis through a nonzero vacuum expectationvalue
(VEV) for the scalarneutrino [4]

vL—~L/L~). (4)

This, however, is not phenomenologicallyviable, since it leadsto a new invisible
decaymodefor the neutralgaugebosoninvolving the emissionof light scalars,

Z—*p+J, (5)

now ruledout by LEP measurementsof the invisible Z-width [91.The point is that
the magnitudeof the left-handedsneutrino VEV is restricted by astrophysical
considerationsrelated to stellarcooling rates[10]

L’L <0(30 keV). (6)

Sincethis determinesthe massof the scalarp (relatedto the majoron)the decayin
eq. (5) is unsuppressed.

However thereis a viable variant of the broken R-parity SUSY model which
avoids in a simple way the LEP constraint on F~V [11]. The majoron being an
isosingletdoesnot couple to the Z. The scalecharacterizingR-parity breakingis
now large, i.e.

UR=0(1TeV) (7)

* Strictly speaking,this could be avoided in the presenceof a mechanismthat could generatea

nonzerobaryon asymmetryat low energy[7].
** In the presentmodel theseinvolve majoron emissionprocessessuch asthe Compton-like reaction

y + e —~e+ J. Being weakly coupled,once produced,majoronsfreely escape,bleedingenergyfrom
the star.
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while the analogueof eq.(6) is estimatedto be [11]

VL < 0(100 MeV) (8)

andcanbe obtainedwithout the needof unnaturalfine-tuning of the parameters
in the Higgspotential [11,12].

The signaturesof supersymmetryin thesespontaneouslybroken R-parity mod-

els are different from thoseof the minimal SUSY standardmodel. For example,
SUSY particlesmaybe singlyproducedand the “photino” is unstable.In ref. [131
it wasshownthat theseR-paritybreakingeffectsmay leadto observableeffectsat
LEP1. Similarly, there can be flavour-violating weak-decayprocessesinvolving
majoronemissionthat could be seenin the laboratory[14].

In the presentpaperwe focus on the detailed study of the neutrino mass
spectrumthat arises in thesemodels. We analysethe attainablevalues for m~,
m,, and m~,onceall observationalconstraintson the model parametershave
beanincorporated.We find that the i~ is massless,while for natural choicesof
theseparameters,the massscalesas L’~and m~, c~.As a result,m~,andm~,

lie in the adequaterange for the explanationof the deficit in the solar neutrino
flux via the MSW effect, while the T-neutrino, i©, is naturallymuch heavierthan
and decays to it via majoron emission, with a lifetime short enoughto obey
cosmological limits. The model leads to novel signaturesassociatedwith the
T-lepton that could be measurableexperimentally,both at LEP as well as at a tau
factory. By studyingthesenew processes,facilities suchas LEP or a taufactorywill
be able to independentlyrestrict the neutrino oscillation parametersresponsible
for the explanationof the solarneutrino deficit. This would provide an indirect
consistencycheck that, indeed, the MSW effect is the one responsiblefor the
observeddepletion in the solarneutrinoflux.

2. The model

The possibility of generatingthe spontaneousviolation of R-parity andlepton

numberwas illustrated in the model proposedin ref. [11] and further studied in
refs. [13,14].The model is describedby the following superpotentialterms *:

h~ucQH~+ hdd’~QHd+ heeclHd+ (hOHUHd — + h~,v’~lH~+ h’P~/~S

+~HuHa+MvcS+M~P (9)

* Note that we have added some new terms that were not included in refs. 111,13,14]. These are

allowedby oursymmetriesandgivemoreflexibility in obeyingall of theexperimentalconstraints(the
4-term)and/orjustifying our approximatetreatmentof the 14 x 14 matrix (e.g. the baremassterm
MvCS and the CPP massterm).
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The superfields(~,~, S.) are singletsunderSU7 ® U(1) and carry a conserved
lepton numberassignedas (0, —1, 1), respectively.All couplingsh~,h0, he,hi,, h
as well as the mass M are describedby arbitrary matricesin generationspace
which explicitly breakflavour conservation.Theseadditional singlets, e.g. S, may
arise in severalextensionsof the standardmodel [15], andmay lead to interesting
phenomenologicalsignatures[16—18].

While the superpotentialof eq. (9) conservestotal lepton numberas well as

R-parity, the presenceof the new singletscan drive the spontaneousviolation of
R-parity and electroweaksymmetries [11,12]. This leads to the existence of a
majorongiven by the imaginarypart of

FL
1’R F

5 -

—(v H —vdHd)+—v~---——v+—S. (10)
Jzu

2 V ‘ V C V

The isosingletVEVs

FR = (~RC~, v
5 = (11, 12)

with V= ~ + v~set the scaleof R-parity or lepton numberbreaking,while the
isodoubletVEVs

= ~ L’d = (Hd) (13, 14)

drive electroweakbreakingand the fermion masses.The combination t
2 = L’~+ 1~

is fixed by the W-mass, while the ratio of isodoubletVEVs determinesthe
parameter

F
tan/3=~~~U~. (15)

IYd

A necessaryingredientfor the consistencyof this model is the presenceof a small
seedof R-parity breakingin theSU(2) doublet sector.Usingthe resultsof ref. [10]
we estimatethat

~ i0~ (16)

t~m~

in order to adequatelysuppressthe resulting stellar energy loss to acceptable
levels. This may be easily satisfiedfor R = 0(1 TeV) provided 1’L © 0(100 MeV),
eq. (8). This constrainton 1’L is more than threeordersof magnitudelessstringent
than the one that holds in the model of ref. [41.Moreover,the smallnessof the
ratio IL/FR may be achievedin a naturalway, from the Higgspotential [11]. This
follows becauseFL = (~LT~ is relatedto the Yukawa coupling h~andvanishesas
h~,—~ 0. Last but not least, the presentmodel has only the canonical neutrino
counting, since the majoroncontribution is avoided.
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3. Mass matrices

Much of the phenomenologyof this model is determinedby the structureof the
chargino and neutralino mass matrices. The first matrix is 5 x 5 and its form is
common to all SU(2)0 U(1) SUSY modelswith spontaneouslybroken R-parity,
namely[11]

e~ hejjF
0 —h/JFRJ ~g2L’~ (17)

H~ —hCIJFLI /i

—iW 0 ~/~g2v~ M2

This (non-symmetric)charginomassmatrix is diagonalizedby two matricesU and
V, i.e.

= J/~J~ xi = ~ (18, 19)

wherethe indices i and j run from ito 5 and t/i7 = (e~,e~,e~,H~,—iJ’’~)and

~ =(e~,e~,e~,H~,—iW).
The form of the neutralinomassmatrix is more sensitiveto the details of the

model considered.In our model it is a 14 x 14 majorana mass matrix (thus
symmetric, due to the Pauli exclusion principle). The basis is defined by all

2-component neutral fermions present, li~2 = (v,, H~,Hd, —iW3, —iB, r’~,S1, D).
This matrix is determined in terms of the VEVs FR, v~, K~)~L’~1,Fd, LL through

eq. (9) andthe correspondingD-terms that follow from the SU(2) 0 U(1) assign-
mentsof the superfields.

For most purposesone can, under reasonableapproximations,treat the neu-

tralino massmatrix as an effective7 x 7 massmatrix, after appropriatelyremoving
away the heavy isosinglet leptons present. This effectivematrix takesthe following

approximateform *:

‘

1d ~‘3 —íA
0 hltJL’RJ 0 g21L~ —g

1v~~

~-~U h,©v~ 0 —i —g2F~ ~ (20)

Lid 0 —jx 0 g2F~ —g1v0

—iW3 ~ —g2v0 g2L’~ M’2 0

—iB —g1v~~ g1v~ —g1v~ 0 M1

* This truncation is not a good approximationwhen determiningthe massesof v~and and the

majoroncouplings responsiblefor v~,decays.See sect. 5.
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In eqs. (17) and (20) M
12 denote the supersymmetry breaking gaugino mass

parameters and g12 are the SU(2) 0 U(1) gauge couplings divided by v~. We
assume the canonical relation M1/M2 = ~ tan

2O~. In some models, such as the
one in ref. [ii], the effective higgsinomixing parameter,u may be given as h

0(~P),
where (c1) is the VEV of an appropriate singlet scalar. Here we are assuming, for

generality, that it could also have a bare contribution, i.e. ~x= ~I+ h()<1). This
mass matrix is diagonalized by a single 7 x 7 matrix N, i.e.

= (21)

where ~(i~° = ~ H~,Hd, —iW1, —íA), with ~a denotingweak-eigenstateneutrinos.
Here the indices i and j run from 1 to 7. For simplicity we assumeCP variance,
which implies that these two matrices are real and, consequently, in an appropriate
phase convention, also the corresponding diagonalizing matrices.

As a result of R-parity breaking, the supersymmetric fermions in eqs. (17) and
(20) (partnersof gaugeand Higgsparticles)mix with the weak-eigenstateleptons.
This mixing implies that the masses of the physical charged leptons, especially the

tau, are determined in terms of the underlying parameters, such as Yukawa
couplings, differently than in the standard model. In the neutral case this mixing
generates neutrino masses and decays that we considerin sect.5.

4. The explicit form of the couplings

Using the diagonalizing matrices U, V and N one can write the electroweak
currents of mass-eigenstate fermions in terms of effective K and P mixing
matrices [21].The off-diagonal blocks in these matrices will determine the strength
of R-parity violation in the gauge interactions of our SU(2) 0 U(1) SUSYmodel.
For example, the charged current weak interaction lagrangian may be written as

~W0kiy~(KLIkPL + KRIkPR)xk°+ h.c., (22)

where ~L,R are the two chiral projectors and the 5 x 7 couplingmatricesKLR may
be written as

KL~k=m(_~~SNkS_~4NkS_ L~.flNkm)~ (23)

KR~k=Ek(—1/~Vj5Nk6+Vi4Nk4). (24)

The matrix KL/k is the analogousof the matrix K introducedin ref. [21]. The m
and ~k factors are sign factors that follow from the diagonalization of the mass
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matrices.The diagonalblocks in K describeR-parity conservinglepton—neutrino
or chargino—neutralinointeractions,while the off-diagonal onesdescribeR-parity
violating lepton—neutralinoor neutrino—charginointeractions.

Similarly, the neutralcurrentweak interactionlagrangianmay be written as

g

cos o~Z~t~ ~7~~1kOL1kPL+ °Rik PR)X~

+ ~ + O~tkPR)xk°}, (25)

where the 7 X 7 coupling matricesOLR and 0UR aregivenas

3

°Lik = ~-U~
4Uk4+ (]~.SUkS+ ~ ~ —

8jk sin2O~, (26)
m=1

°Rik =

2J’c4Vk4 + V~SVkS— ôik sin
2O~, (27)

3

O~~k=~IV~
4Nk4—N1.sNks— ~ ~ = (28)

m=1

Here the diagonal blocks in 0’ and 0” describeR-parity conservinglepton—lep-

ton, neutrino—neutrino or chargino—chargino or neutralino—neutralino interac-
tions, while the off-diagonal ones describe R-parity violating neutrino—neutralino,
or lepton—chargino interactions.

Similarly, the effective lagrangian interaction of the majoron with charged
fermions may be given in terms of the charginodiagonalizingmatricesU and V
introduced earlier. The result is

YTiJRI{~kPLAkJ— T7IPRAJk}Xk, (29)

where~ are negatively charged Dirac spinorscomposedout of the two 2-compo-
nent masseigenstatefermions obtained,for each value of i, from diagonalizing
their massmatrix, eq.(17). Usingeq.(29)we canderivethe decayratesof j.r and T

with single-majoronemission. The single-majoronemissionin muondecaycorre-
spondsto k —* ~ and I —f e while, for the case of the T-decays, the possible
assignmentsare k —~ T and j — e, p.. The matrix A may be obtained, in a good
approximation, from the matrices U and V as follows:

v
A/k= Eh~tiU~~Vk4-~. (30)
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On the other hand, the form of the interaction lagrangian describing the
majoron—neutralino interactions is given as

— ~iJk~(OLkJPL + ORkJPR)XY, (31)

where

°Rkj °Lk© (32)

Theseinteractionswill determinethe v~majoron emissiondecayrate.
We now will concentrateon the consequences of having spontaneously broken

R parity for neutrinomasses,mixing and decays.

5. Neutrinomassesand decays

SpontaneousR-parityviolation implies the violation of L-numberandprovides
a naturalorigin for neutrino masses[1]. They arise at the threelevel in these
modelsdueto mixing of the heavyneutralR-odd fermionswith theneutrinos.The
resulting pattern is very striking. Here we focus on the general study of the

neutrinomassspectrumin the spontaneouslybrokenR-parity model consideredin
sect. 2.

The heavierneutrinoin our model is the ii,.. Its massmay be easilyestimatedin
the approximationwherewe neglect FL from the effectivematrix in eq.(20) as

~ h~M
0L’ ~L’J

m _ ‘ (33)
“~ p.(2F,JF~MQ— p.M1M2)

wherewe haveset M0 =g~M2+g~M1~.

In order to determinethe massesof the two lowest massstatesrelevantfor the
descriptionof the propagationof solar neutrinosin our model — i’~ and — we
have to consider the full 14 x 14 neutralino mass matrix, M14. In complete
generality,one can show analytically that one of the neutrinos is masslessat the
tree level,since the determinantof M14 vanishes,

det(M14) = 0. (34)

This fact holdsin the modelof sect.2 evenif we allow themostgeneralpatternof
VEVs for all the scalars ~. The correspondingmasslessneutrino state v~ is a

* In our numericalstudy, however,we haveusedthefull expressionfor rn, correctedfor thegeneral

casewhere i1 � 0.
** Indeed, starting from the mass matrix M14 and performingelementarymanipulationson its rows

and columns,one cancast it in a form that clearlyidentifiesthe existenceof six linearly dependent
vectors that only span a five-dimensional subspace.This follows from the particle content and
couplingsof the model as specified in sect. 2. At the top loop level there are negligibly small
radiativecorrections,irrelevantfor our considerations.
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linear combinationof ye, ~ ~T’ with some admixture of j~
1dand S

1 (i = 1, 2, 3), the

SUSY fermions which have the same lepton number and/or hypercharge as the
weak-eigenstateneutrinos.For reasonablechoicesof parameters,the dominant
componentsof v1 arealong v~and For simplicity, in our numericalanalysiswe
assumed R2 breaking VEVs only along the third generationand, moreover,
assumeda simplified flavour structurefor relevantYukawa couplingssuch as h~.

In addition we use an improved 7 X 7 effective matrix obtainedfrom the full
matrix in the seesawapproximation,which consistsin diagonalizingout the heavy
SU(2)0 U(1) singlet leptons.We checkedthat this is a very good approximation.
In this approximationwe obtain

cos B — sin 0 v~, (35)

where

tan0=~-~-~
3. (36)

In this casethe other light neutrinois

112 £5 sin ~ + a cos B v,,~+ N
2311T, (37)

where

~p.(F~/F~) +h~siFR
(38)

\/(h~13+h~23)v~+(p.(F~/F~) +h~isvR)
2

~/~+ h2
23 FR

N23~ ~. ~. , (39)
~/(h~13+h~23)v~+ (p.(F~/F~) +h~33FR)

2

andits masscan begiven, in a reasonableapproximation,by

(h~.
13+ h~23)v~v~[h33(p.+ h0K~))+

m~ , (40)
~

1h “I’~ + A,f 12h2 .2

‘‘Pt 33\ / 1 1331 ,‘331d

showingthat it vanishesas 1L —‘ 0. For small valuesof B the masslessneutrino is
mostly p~ so that ~2 correspondsto vt,. In the following we will alwaysrefer to ~2

and andto r’~as ii,~althoughthis assignmentis not valid for largevaluesfor the

~ mixing angle0.
The striking point to notice is that in this schemethe ii.,, massis extremelysmall

on the scaleof the tiC mass.This is illustratedby eqs. (33) and(40). The ti massis
generatedthroughthe dominantSU(2)0 U(1) singlet R

0 breakingVEV
1R while
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the v~,massonly arisesas a result of the small isodoubletVEV FL. The smallness
of the FL/FR ratio follows in a natural way from the Riggs potential [li,12].
Indeed,FL is relatedto the Yukawacoupling h,, and vanishes as h,, —p 0. In other
words,

F’ L
h~—40=~--—---s0. (41)

FR

The above limit defines an R~conservingtheory. Choosing, for example, reason-
ableparameterssuch as FR = 1 TeV and FL = 100 MeV we obtain a ratio of order

m,
iO~. (42)

m

Thus for natural v~mass values in the 10 keV—1 MeVrange we expect a v,,~ mass
in the range 104_102 eV, just the one relevant for the MSWeffect. Similarly,
the v~—v~,mixing angle given by eq. (36) may easily lie in the desired range where
the MSW effect caneffectively reducethe solar neutrinoflux.

The expected size of the v~mass in this model appears to be in conflict with the
cosmological limit [22]

~m~<100eV (43)

on the abundance of relic neutrinos. Fortunately, our model also has the solution
to this apparent conflict. It relies on the existence of a new v~ decay mode
involving majoronemission

PTPii+J (44)

that naturally realizes the early proposal considered in refs. [23—25].This follows
from the fact that, although light, rh is not strictly massless, and from the fact that,
unlike the situation [23] there is no cancellation [24] in the decay amplitude. The
relevant coupling is obtained from eq. (31) when k = 2, j = 3. In a reasonable
approximation one has

m FL

°L23 ~“ N23N35 (45)y2 VF’d

with N23 given by eq. (39). This coupling can be large enough as to causea
cosmologically efficient PT decayrate. One can seethat in the limit h,,~3—s 0 and
h,,23 —~ 0 both the v~,mass,eq. (40), and the coupling in eq. (39), become zero. One
can also show that the decay ~T ~ + J is strictly forbidden and that the mass of

~ is zero.
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iO~ —~
5~5~h

‘he’

i0~ ~

1O-~ 10-2 101 1 10

m,,, (MeV)

Fig. 1. The shadedarearepresentsthe attainablevalues of the ~‘ lifetime versus its mass,whenthe
model parametersare randomlyvariedas explainedin the text. Thecurve delimiting the lower partof
the shadedcontour representsour estimateof the minimum lifetime which is consistentwith observa-
tional constraints.For comparisonwe alsoshow the cosmologicalcritical densitylimit (solid line) and

thenaive limit that onemayderive from galaxy formation(dashedline).

We thereforeconcludethat thespontaneouslybrokenR-paritymodel shouldbe
added to the list [25] of models with fast decaying majorana neutrinos. The
attainable ii~ lifetimes are given in fig. I as a function of the v~mass, and should
be comparedto the cosmologicallimit on the PT decay lifetime ~.

m
r~i.5x107yr(j~~-~) (46)

that is required in order to efficiently suppress the relic v~contribution. This is
shown as the solid line in fig. 1. Clearly the decay lifetimes can be much shorter
than required by cosmology for a wide range of values of the parameters.
Moreover, since these decays are inL’isible, they areconsistentwith all astrophysical
observations[1].

* This assumesm,, < few MeV. For larger v,, massesthe limit is weaker, due to the Boltzmann

suppression.
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If, however,we requirethat the universeshouldhavebecomematter-dominated
by a redshift of 1000 at the latest (in order that fluctuations have grown by at least
a factor of 1000 by today), then the v~lifetime limit becomes [26]

T ~ 2 x i09 s( m,,/keV) -2 (47)

This limit is also shown in fig. 1 (dashed line). Clearly lifetimes below the dashed
line are allowed in the presentmodel. However, this lifetime limit is much less
reliable than that of eq. (46), since thereis not yet an establishedtheory for the
formation of structure in the early universe. In our following analysis we have
therefore not imposed it.

In short, in this model m,, can be larger than eq. (43), because of the existence
of an efficient majoron decay channel, eq. (44). The large rn, valuesacceptablein
this model enable the rare Z- and i--decays to be correspondinglyenhanced.In
addition, the large hierarchy between FL and FR (and thus between m,, and m,,)

present in the model, naturally combines these measurable effects with the MSW
oscillations, required to explain the solarneutrinodata. This suggeststhe possibil-
ity of having an independentcheckupon the solarneutrino oscillationparameters
as determinedby solar neutrinoexperimentswith searchesperformedin conven-
tional laboratoryexperiments,as originally suggestedin ref. [4]. To analysethis
more sharply we first summarizethe observationalconstraintsupon the model
parameters.

5. Experimental constraints

There are severalrestrictionson the parameters of any supersymmetric exten-
sion of the standardmodel, such as the spontaneouslybroken R-parity models.
Broadly speaking, these fall into two classes. First, there are constraints that follow
from collider experiments, such as the recent LEP data on Z-decays and ~p
collider data, e.g. on W ~, Z and gluino production. In addition to thesecon-
straints, there are important restrictions, characteristic of broken R-parity models,
related to weak interactionsand neutrino physics.Thesefollow from laboratory,
astrophysicsandcosmology.This secondgroupof constraintsplays a very impor-
tant role for our presentanalysis,since they are found to exclude many parameter
choices that are allowed by the collider constraints, while the converse is not true.
For completeness, we now list the constraints relevant for our present analysis.
The first group includes:

(i) The lightest of these charginos, denoted ~ ~, has not yet been produced in
Z-decays at LEP [9], leading to the mass limit

rn~±~45GeV. (48)
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(ii) The recent measurements of the Z-widths at LEP give [9]

= 2.487±0.010 GeV ~ � 2.504GeV (95% C.L.). (49)

Thesemeasurementsrestrict the additional decaychannelsof the Z involving
charginos and neutralinos,present in any SUSY model, such as our broken
R-parity model.

(iii) LEP limits on the visible Z-width [9]:

T~=496.2±8.8 MeV=~’E~<511MeV (95% C.L.). (50)

Thesemeasurementsrestrictthe additional contributionsinvolving invisibly decay-

ing neutralinos,presentin the R-parity brokenmodels.
(iv) The CDF lower limit on the gluinomass rng [27] restrictsthe soft supersym-

metry breaking electroweak gaugino mass parameter,

M2 > 30 GeV. (51)

(v) pi~collider limits on the ratio R = u~±BR(W~ e~ti)/o-~BR(Z—‘ e’he)
imply [28]

R
0.825 ~ ~— ~ 1.091 (52)

R5M

while in SUSY models there are additional possible contributions involving
charginos and neutralinos, produced in virtual W- or Z-decays.

(vi) LEP constraintson the hadronicpeakcrosssection [9]

if had,T - 3.88 X 10~~_~Eee(J~Ot~)2 (nb) (53)

versus total Z-width are given as an allowed ellipsis ~ pta!) In a SUSY
model, such ours, the Z hadronic width in principle receives contributions from
hadronically decaying neutralinos.

The constraints in the second group relevant for our analysisare givenbelow:
(i) The non-observation of neutrinoless double /3-decay implies a very stringent

constraint, i.e.

(m) = ~ ~ 3 eV, (54)

where we neglect the induced right-handed current interaction arising from
R-parity breaking (see eq. (22)). In the spontaneously broken R-parity model, L is
necessarily violated. Even though the seed of this violation lies in the T-sector, i.e.
mostly L,, is violated, throughleptonmixing effectsthis violation is fed also to the
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Le sector,where it is very well tested. In practice in our model the sum in eq. (54)
has really just one dominant term, namely the heavyT-neutrinocontribution. For
largemassesof the v.1. we havemodified eq.(54) in order to take into accountthe
effectsof the two nucleoncorrelationfunction,as in ref. [29].

(ii) Neutrino oscillation dataand direct searchesfor anomalouspeakson the
energydistributionof the electronsandmuonscoming from the decayssuch as ir,

K —s ev and ir, K —s p.ti lead to constraintson the mixing matrix elementsKLCI
andKL~j (i = 3) [19].

(iii) The ARGUS limit on the i--neutrinomass,

<35 MeV, (55)

is a restrictiveconstrainton spontaneouslybroken R-parity modelssince, as seen
above, in thesemodels the i--neutrino may acquirea largemassfrom the mixing
with the heavyneutralinos.Moreover, if it were stable, the v~would easily violate
the cosmological limit in eq.(43).

(iv) The cosmologicallimit on the t-’~decay lifetime of eq. (46) is imposed. It
easilysatisfiedin thismodel dueto the invisible decaymode “T + J where J is
the majoron[25].

(v) The limits on the muon and tau lifetimes impose severerestrictionson the
parametersof thesemodels.

(vi) The existenceof fermion statesthat cannotbe kinematically producedin
low-energyweak decayschangesthe relative rates of various such processes,for
instance/3- or p.-decays, leading to universality violations. The resulting constraints
were discussed in ref. [1] and have been implemented.

(vii) The limits on lepton flavour violating processessuch as p. —‘ e + y and
p. —~ 3eandthecorrespondingtau decayprocesses[19]. In this model the p. —f e + y

decayprocessoccursonly at one-looplevel, while the threelepton decayscanarise
at the tree level due to the existenceof flavour changingcouplingsof the Z to
chargedleptons.

(viii) The limits on lepton flavour violating decayswith single-majoronemission.
The presentexperimentallimit from TRIUMF on p. —~ e + J is BR(p. —~ e + J) <
2.6x 10— 6 while the best r decay limits now available from the ARGUScollabo-
ration are BR(i- —~ e + J) <3.2 x i0~and BR(r —‘ p. + J) <5.8 X iO~[20].

Note that in phenomenologicalstudiesof spontaneouslybroken R-parity mod-
els a specially important role is played by constraintsrelated to flavour and/or

total-lepton-number-violatingprocessessuch as those arising from the non-ob-
servationof neutrinooscillationsand neutrinolessdouble /3-decay[14].

6. Study of the MSW effect

Wenow give a summary of our study of the phenomenological implications of
our spontanesouly broken R-parity model for the propagationof solar neutrinos.
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Fig. 2. Contour plots for the BR(Z —. + r). The solid line correspondsto BR ~‘ io~,while the
dashedline correspondsto BR ~ l0~.Also shownis theregionallowedby presentsolarneutrinodata.

In our model solar neutrino oscillations are expectedto occur in the channelti~to

11~since, as discussed,tie remains masslesswhile v~acquiresa mass ‘~ v~,much
smaller than that of the heavy r’~which scalesas ‘~ v~.The z~ is therefore
decoupled from the solar neutrino oscillations.

For definitenesswe have fixed in our analysis characteristicvalues for the
following parameters

tan /3 = 10, FR = 1 TeV, FL = 100 MeV, rn0 = 10 TeV, M33 = 1 TeV,

(56)

and assumed, for simplicity, that FR = F5.

The allowedregionof oscillationparametershasbeendeterminedas a function
of the relevantSUSY parametersp. and M2. Thesehavebeenrandomlyvariedin
the range *

M2 p.
30<.~—~<250, —250<~--~<250. (57)

* It is alwayspossible,if CP is conservedin this sector,to choose M2> 0, while ~i may have either

sign.
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Fig. 3. Contour plots for the BR(T —* p. +J). The solid line correspondsto BR ~ l0~, while the
dot—dashedand the dashedline correspondto BR ~ io~ and BR ~ l0~, respectively.Also shown is
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Fig. 4. Contourplots for the BR(r —.‘ e+J).The solid line correspondsto BR ~ IO~,while the dashed
line correspondsto BR ~ i0~.Also shownis theregionallowed by presentsolarneutrinodata.
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Fig. 5. Contour plots for the BR(r —* p. +J) and BR(Z —* ,~+ r). The solid line correspondsto both
BR ~ i0’h, while the dashedline correspondsto both BR ~ i0~.Also shownis theregionallowed by

presentsolarneutrinodata.

The r’~ and ii,~ massesare controlled by the parameters h,, as canbe seenfrom
eqs. (33) and (40). These were varied randomly in the interesting range given by

10_to <h~13,h,,23 <iO~, i0~ <h,,33< (58)

Wehave performed a careful sampling of the points in our parameter space that
are allowed by all the constraints discussed in sect. 5 in order to evaluate the
attainable magnitudes of rn,, and the corresponding mixing angle B. These will
determine the ti~—v53conversion probabilities and thus the solar neutrino predic-
tions. We have verified that, with all the constraintsdiscussedin the previous
section, the regions of neutrinomassand mixing parameterscharacterizing

11e11ii

oscillations presently allowed in our model covers the region where the resonant
effects can play an important role in the oscillations of solar neutrinos. On the
other hand,the constraintsthat follow from presentsolar neutrino observations,
both from the Homestakeexperiment,as well as from Kamiokande,are indicated
by the shaded region shown in figs. 2—5, adapted from the first paper in ref. [31].
Wealso note that the preliminary results of the SAGEcollaboration point towards
a very drastic reduction of the low-energy pp neutrino flux, as possible at the lower
tip of the shaded region. As figs. 2—5 show, in the spontaneously broken R-parity
model the solar neutrino oscillation parameters cover the region of interest where
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the MSWoscillations between ti,, and 11k, provide a successfulexplanationof the
reduced solar neutrino flux. In addition, since we have a model where these MSW
oscillations naturally coexist with a very massive v~, we also expect to have other
exotic effects that may be measurable in the laboratory, and independentlycheck
the underlying physics of the neutrino mass generation mechanism. We now turn
to these signatures.

7. Signatures

In the spontaneously broken R-parity model there are observableeffectsin Z as

well as in i--decaysthat could be observable both at LEP [13] as well as at a tau
factory [14]. Here we investigate whether their observability is consistentwith the
understanding of present solar neutrinoobservationsin termsof matter-enhanced
neutrino oscillations. The smallness of neutrino masses needed in the MSWeffect

makes this possibility hard to achieve in practice. In the present model, however,
the u~mass is expectedto be large, thus opening the way to this interesting
complementarity between laboratory and astrophysical observations. The latter
also involve considerations related to stellar cooling rates inasmuch as theseare
affectedby majoronemissionprocesses[10].

We now show that, indeed, when the neutrinooscillation parameterslie in the

required domain indicated by solar neutrino observations, there are related pro-
cessesthat could be observableat the laboratory. We considertwo examples.In
our analysis we have fixed some of the parameters as in eq. (56), while the others
have been randomly varied in the ranges given in eqs. (57) and (58).

7.1. SINGLE-CHARGINO PRODUCTION AT LEP1

If R-parity doesnot hold exactlythen SUSY particles may be singly produced.
In ref. [13] a study was made of the single-chargino decay mode

(59)

and shown that it may be observable at LEP1 “.

Here we have performed a systematic analysis of the attainable values of this
branchingratio onceconstraintsthat follow from all existingobservations,includ-
ing thosefrom laboratory,cosmologyandastrophysicsare taken into account.The
latter include the requirement that the solar neutrino oscillation parameters lie in

* The samesituation holds in the casewhere R-parity is broken spontaneouslyand the majoron is

absorbedby an additional gaugeboson.See e.g. fig. 7 in ref. [30].
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the desired range allowedby presentsolarneutrinoobservations.Our resultsare
summarized in fig. 2. They show that the corresponding Z —e’ ,~i- branchingratio
could possibly be measured at LEP1, even when the solar neutrino oscillation
parameters lie in the non-adiabatic region favoured by present observations.

7.2. MAJORONEMISSION IN p.- AND r-DECAYS

ln the spontaneously broken R-parity model the spectra of the decay leptons
produced in p.- and i--decays could be significantly different from the standard
model predictions, as a result of majoron emission processes in these weak decays
[4,14]

p.—se+J, i-—e+J, i-—~p.+J. (60)

Since the majoron is very weakly interacting, it will lead to an observable signal
only insofar as it will affect the energy spectra of the decay-produced leptons. The
decays in eq. (60) would lead to bumps in the final lepton energy spectrum, at half
of the parent mass, in its rest frame. These have been searched for experimentally,
but the limits on their possible existence are still rather poor, especiallyfor the

caseof taus [20].
A detailedstudy of the attainable sizes of these signals in the present model was

madein ref. [14], as a function of the tau neutrino mass. Our results showed that
theseflavour-violating i--decayprocesseswith single-majoronemissioncould lead
to observable effects for a wide range of the allowed parameters, especially for the
i- —s p. + J decay mode. They all become larger, the larger the value of the

parameter tan /3, that we have fixed at 10 but which could well be as large as
rn,/rnb, the top—bottom quark mass ratio. As seenfrom figs. 3 and 4 theserates
are well within the expectedsensitivities of a tau factory and evenLEP, with the
data that are expectedto be accumulatedby the end of 1992. In contrast, the
single-majoron emission muon decay branching ratio is always below iO~ when
the neutrino oscillation parameters lie in the region favored by present solar
neutrino experiments. Note that this is not so if the MSWrestrictions are not
applied, as shown in fig. 2 of ref. [14].

In addition, we have shown explicitly that both the Z and the i- —~ p. + J decay
branching ratios can be simultaneously larger than i0~. Such large branching can
certainly be probedexperimentallybothat LEPI as well as at a tau factory of the
type now under consideration[32]. It is also worth stressingthe fact that these
rates are completely consistent with all existing observationsand, in addition,
consistentwith having the ti~—v~oscillation parametersin the desiredrangewhere
MSWoscillations explain present solar neutrino observations. This is shown in

fig. 5.
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8. Discussion

We concludethat the MSWoscillations responsiblefor the explanationof the

reduced solar neutrino flux may well be accompanied by effects that can be
observable in the laboratoryand thereforethesecanbe usedasan additional tool
to restrict the underlying physics. In principle, the non-observation of the new

effectswould placeindependentrestriction upon solar neutrinooscillation param-

eters.This is the case for the presentspontaneouslybroken R-parity model. We
showed that the peculiar nature of the neutrino massspectrumpresent in this

model, that combinesa masslessr’~,an ultralight v53 and a heavy majorana tim,

naturally allows for the interestingpossibility that the ~e~)i oscillationsthat can

successfullyexplain presentsolar neutrinoobservationsare accompaniedby effects
that can be probed in conventionalparticle physics acceleratorexperiments.Two

exampleswere given of these.First, the Z could reveal unconventional R-parity
violating decay modes, such as eq. (59) with branching ratio as large as

BR(Z—s,~i-)=6xl0~, which can be studied at LEPI. In addition, our model
allows for substantial modifications in the i--Iepton decay properties, with respect
to the standard model predictions. These arise from single-majoron emission i-

decaymodessuch as i- —s p. + J which can occurwith branchingratios as largeas

iO~ which could be observable at LEP and/or at a tau factory. Therefore
these effects might be used as an independent tool to probe the physics underlying
the explanation of the solar neutrino deficit. This possibility doesnot contradict
any laboratory,cosmologicalor astrophysicalobservation.

This work was supportedby Accion IntegradaHispano—PortuguesaN. 59 and
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